Hotel Pennsylvania, New York City
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HE Hotel Pennsylvania, recently completed
in New York City, is a valuable addition to
that part of the city opened up for redevelopment at the time the Pennsylvania Railroad erected

its great passenger

station there, and the Federal

Government the new main post office. The station
occupies two entire blocks, bounded by Seventh
avenue on the east, Eighth avenue on the west and
31st and 33d streets on the south and north respectively. The post office is on the westerly side of
Eighth avenue, opposite the station, and the new
hotel on the easterly side of Seventh avenue, also
opposite the station.
It occupies a plot two hundred
by four hundred feet, the frontage on Seventh avenue,
two hundred feet, being a full block.
It is bounded
on the north and south by 33d and 32d streets
and extends eastward to the Gimbel store.
The building has twenty-two floors from street
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level to roof and contains twenty-two hundred guest
rooms and bath.

The entire ground area is built up

to a height of four stories, or approximately the same
level as the roof of the Pennsylvania Station.
Above
these floors three large courts opening to the south
are introduced, which give four guest room wings to
the typical plan.
These wings are each fifty-four feet
wide and the courts forty feet wide.
There are seventeen bedroom floors, with an average of one hundred
and twenty-five rooms to a floor. The rooms in the
Seventh avenue wing are larger than those in
the others and some have outside bathrooms, but
the typical floor arrangement shows rooms either side
of a central corridor, the baths and closets arranged
on the corridor side leaving a vestibule-like entrance
to the rooms, which serves to minimize noises that
may occur in the corridors.
The lower stories are faced with Indiana limestone
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First Floor Plan

and treated with an order of Roman Ionic pilasters
with lightly rusticated walls between running through
three stories, and a fourth story of plain ashlar. This
treatment relates the building in design and scale
with the station. In the center of the Seventh avenue
facade is 2 portico of six Ionic columns marking the
main entrance.
The building line has been set back
fifteen feet on Seventh avenue to assist in the scheme
of producing a plaza in front of the station.
These lower floors contain most of the public rooms
as indicated by the plans illustrated herewith.
Ona

the large banquet

kitchen.

The

next

two

floors, of

which the second mezzanine is shown, are devoted
to service bedrooms, storerooms, sewing and linen
rooms, and the telephone exchange, which latter is
the largest of its kind ever built.
At the easterly end of the third, or first bedroom
floor, are two complete Turkish baths, one for men
and one for women.
The women’s department is
entered by a direct stair from the second bedroom
floor, which is to be reserved for women guests.
Each
of the Turkish baths has a plunge and ample equipsmall mezzanine floor above the main office, space is
ment of all other desirable features.
All the water
provided for the hotel’s clerical forces, and on the
is sterilized by the violet ray system as well as by
main mezzanine above, offices for the executives.
the regular filter system, and in addition is constantly
The guests’ baggage is handled on this floor and is renewed.
conveyed to and from the driveway entrance at the
The easterly fifty feet of the first floor area under
rear of the lot by conveyors.
the easterly court is occupied by two parallel driveways, a service drive for
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pave-

ments.
The basement floor
has direct
entrances

from the platform of the
34th street
express

Ballroom

sta-

tion of the Seventh avenue subway.
At the 33d
street side of the hotel there is a wide passage under
Seventh avenue connecting directly with the Long
Island Railroad station and at the 32d street side a
similar passage for Pennsylvania Railroad passengers.
The bedroom stories are contained in a shaft
faced with buff colored brick, with a crowning feature
consisting of a three-story order of pilasters with a
main cornice of terra cotta. A structure on the
Seventh avenue wing roof contains the roof garden

Floor Plan

restaurant, on the floor above which is an extension
of the elevator pent house.
The second wing roof
is left uncovered for use as an outdoor after-dinner
lounging space accessible from the roof garden by a
bridge across the first court.
The roofs of the two easterly wings are left open
for future development and provision is made in the
framing for connecting these roofs with bridges similar
to that in the first court to provide for a complete
scheme of circulation.

Mechanical and Kitchen Equipment of Hotel Pennsylvania
By FREDERICK

G. COLTON

I planning the mechanical equipment for a city
hotel on a lot 400 feet by 200 feet, with twentytwo hundred guest bedrooms, twenty-two hundred bathrooms, dining-rooms,
ballrooms
and other
public spaces,

it was at once
evident that
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by the Pennsylvania Railroad tunnels in 33d and 32d Streets taking up
space inside the building lines. Therefore, except for some spaces on the
upper floors given over to this equipment, three floors, or approximately
160.000 square feet, are used in
this way.
SuB-BASEMENT Fioor. The lowest
or “sub-basement floor” is thirtynine feet below the street level. On
this floor are the following plants
together with pumps, machine shops,
storerooms,
locker rooms, toilet
rooms, corridors, stairs, elevators, etc.
Laundry Plant
20,000 sq. ft.
Refrigeration Plant
5,300 sq. ft.
Incinerator Plant
1,000 sq. ft.
Electric Plant
4,300 sq. ft.
Plumbers’ Plant
4,000 sq. ft.
Vacuum Cleaning Plant
Compressor Plant
Ventilation Fans
The laundry is 200 by 130 feet or
about 20,000 square feet in area and
is divided into three parts, the ironing room, the washroom and the
guests’ laundry.
The ironing room
and washroom
are planned large
enough

sary,

Detail

of Main

Eatrance

on Seventh

Avenue

house this mechanical equipment and give storage
This was the more
space below the street level.
evident also because about twenty per cent of these
two additional areas or floors was lost to the hotel

to have

in future,

washers,
ironers
The laundry equipand extractors.
ment is capable of turning out more
than one hundred thousand pieces
a day and about two hundred employees are kept
constantiy busy.

There are ten washers for the hotel and four
smaller washers for the guests’ work; twelve overLUSH OUUOG
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40-inch

extractors

for

the

hotel work proper and three smaller
extractors for the guests’ work. Five
mangles for the hotel work, three
of them of the 120-inch, eight roll
type, and one “monitor” 120 by 30

inches, and one “ annihilator’’ 120 by 48 inches
—
comprise further equipment.
Near the above in
the most convenient locetions, are the hot and cold
tumblers,

soap

tanks,

tables,

curtain

dryer,

etc.

Every piece of machinery is placed so as to give ample
room and perfect circulation for all working conditions.
All exposed belts are protected.
The guests’ laundry is so located that it can be

entirely shut off from the main laundry, or be used
with it, as occasion may require. This department is
fully equipped with all the most modern machinery
and a large number of ironing tables for hand work.
Great care has been taken to ventilate all these laundry
spaces and the air is changed every two or three
minutes or about twenty-five times an hour. Hoods
are placed over all mangles, washers, tumblers
and

dryers,

from

air to fans which
THE

which

large

exhaust

ducts

carry

the hot

the air into large flues.

REFRIGERATION PLANT

the refuse from the kitchens
into it from the floor above.
a capacity of about twenty
a day.

THE ENGINE Room is in the centre of the
building with the fifty-foot switchboard

Floor Plan of Roof Kitchen

driven
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the ice for its different uses in the service.
THE INCINERATOR PLANT is placed back
of the service elevators so as to be in the
most convenient location for operation, and
has a furnace 28 feet by 8 feet in size. All
rubbish from the building is burned in this
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directly under the electric cables, which run
to the’roof. The current is taken from the Pennsy]lvania Railroad power station on high voltage and

is transformed in the transformer room. There is one
slow speed engine for the 500 K. W. dynamo.
%
PitumBERS’ PLant. This department adjoins the
engine room and contains the plumbers’ tanks, filters,
pumps, etc. There are two suction tanks of about
<0 000 gallons capacity, which with the 50000 gallon
tanks on the upper levels and roof, give a reserve
of 100000 gallons of water.
Twelve filters, each
rated at 250 gallons per minute, give a total capacity
of 3.000 gallons of clear water a minute. Other filters
provide for the Turkish baths.
Eight hot water
heaters have a total capacity of 92,000 gallons per
hour. Six of 12,000 gallons each are for the upper
floors, kitchen departments and laundry,

two

heaters

being assigned to each group.
The remaining two
of 10,000 gallons each serve the laundry.
Five large pumps are installed on this floor, four
house pumps, two of which are steam and two electric,

ach with a capacity of S00 gallons per minute and a
steam fire pump with a capacity of 1000 gallons per
minute. There are three 250 gallon sewage ejectors
in the sump pit, operated by air pressure, and two

is placed

in the lower middle section of the subbasement floor and is so arranged that
the three vertical type ammonia com-

=

pressors are near the steam supply enter-

wii oud is,alee ean ell

ing the building. The Pennsylvania Railroad power station in 31st street between
7th and 8th avenues, supplies this steam
and also the electricity.
This refrigeration plant takes care of all the refrigerators in the hotel, which are altogether
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The cake ice system with a capacity of
200 cans each of 300 pounds capacity,
or about fifteen tons of ice a day, is in
close connection to the cake ice storage
refrigerator and ice cutting room where
ice cubers, crushers, and shavers prepare
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water drinking system with outlets in
every bathroom, in all public spaces and
departments;
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about 50,000 cubic feet in size; the cold
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Basement

Floor

Plan

electric pumps to take cere of the ground water.
The remainder of the sub-basement floor is given
up to supply rooms, storage rooms, machine shops,
paper baling room, elevator machinery, toilet and

space, coal room, and a large wine storage room with
a refrigerator and an extensive range of racks.
BASEMENT FLoor.
The basement floor has an

locker rooms.

kitchen and its dependencies, the grill room, lunch
room, guests’ barber shop, toilet rooms for guests

SUB-BASEMENT MEZZANINE FLoor.
The _ 50,000
square feet of space on this floor are used largely for
employees.
Here are large toilet and locker rooms
for 1200 people, a cafeteria dining room for men and
women, an employees’ barber shop and an employees’
valeting room, together with a ventilation system of
ducts, fans, air washing machines, motors and air
filters, a large general bulk storeroom and storage

area of about 60,000 square feet. Here are the main

and for employees, locker rooms, receiving room for
steward and his storerooms.
In the main kitchen the bulk of the food preparation and cooking is done for the entire building but
in addition to this kitchen, there are throughout the

house six pantries or kitchens where food is cooked
and served. Also on each of the seventeen bedroom
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aration room and the steam
cooking room with the stock

waiter’s

pantry for room service. These
pantries are equipped with a dish
heater an egg boiler, a coffee urn
and a refrigerator. A dumb,
waiter service of six dumb waiters # *
connects each floor pantry with
the main kitchen. These pantries
were found necessary for good
service because of the large
number of rooms, about one hundred and twenty-five, on a floor.
The main kitchen is planned
for good, quick service without
overcrowding.
The ranges are
Plan of Serving Pantry on First Floor
gas heated and placed back to
are cooked many
back, giving a frontage of sixty feet. The broilers
never get properly
extending twelve feet are in a separate group and
the roasting ovens are placed back of them. In
close access to each other and to the ranges and
broilers are the garde manger and butcher shop. On
the south side of the ranges are the vegetable prep;
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boilers and steam kettles.
The
scullery is a large room quite
,near the ranges where all the pots
and pans are washed in great
tanks of hot water and steam.
On the north side of the main

corridor of the kitchen are the
_ serving pantries for coffee, pastry,
. fruit, ice cream, and for breakfast

: service.

Here too, is the chef’s

| office, centrally located, so he may
have proper supervision.
The
‘Home Cooking Kitchen” is a
special feature of the hotel. Here
home dishes that hotel guests
prepared in the usual hotel menu.
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120’x48’

5800

€o0o people

kitchen, and also to the general bulk storage room on
the sub-basement mezzanine floor. On this floor all
meats, vegetables, fruit, milk, butter, eggs, etc., are

150’x25’

3750

Grill room,

76’xg1’

6900

Lunch room,
Men's café,

47'x71"
73'x48"

2300
3500

400
450
110
230

delivered and placed in large storage refrigerators
in the steward’s department and distributed as required to the different kitchen departments.
The
chief steward’s department is in very close touch
with the kitchen and yet is entirely cut off from it by

Dining room,

142’x58’

8200

39’x60"

2400

The dining spaces are as follows:
Sq. Ft.

Help’s Cafeteria,
Officers and maids’
Cafeteria,

Palm room,
Private dining rooms,
Banquet room,
Ballroom,
Roof restaurant,

cGo’x20’

1800

96’x41’

4000

140’x°0’
130’x45’

8500
8500

Seating

people
people
people
people

650 people
160 people
100 people
300 people
800 people
700 people

55650 4500 people
Are*s o: kitchens and pantries are as follows:
The main kitchen
\ 130’x150’
19500 sq. ft.
Bakeries, pantries, etc.
2500 sq. ft.
Cafeteria sub-basement,
28’x50’
1400 sq. ft.
Kitchen, Ist floor,
€0’xfo’
3500 sq. ft.
Men’s café,
16’x45’
700 sq. ft.
Lunch room,
50’x20’
1000 sq. ft.
Banquet room pantry,
130’x40’
5700 sq. ft.
Roof pantries and kitchen,
6000 sq. ft.
40300 sq. ft.
It is interesting to note that all the hotel supplies
are delivered by elevators from the street level to
the large steward’s department
east of the main

fireproof walls and fireproof doors. The work of receiving and checking supplies is carried on smoothly
and quickly. Platform scales, track scales and overhead tracks, ample shelving, good organization make
for the efficiency of this department. Congestion is
eliminated and the service runs like clockwork.
Great care was taken to make the kitchen in every
department sanitary, comfortable and convenient.
The ceiling is high, the walls and floor are tiled, the
ventilation is very complete and the lighting good.
The service for the waiters is simple and direct and
the working spaces are ample for the large force of
chefs and helpers.
Just outside the grill room service entrance, is
the glass washing pantry, where the glassware is
washed in a machine for the purpose. Here also the
soiled dishes from the grill room are put in trays
and carried on a belt conveyor to the dish washing
room. In this room also are other machines for washing the silver and china. In a separate room, the silver

is polished by machines of different sizes. There < re
eleven of these machines and beside them are large
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The telephone service
is most complete for intercommunication. Nevertheless, supplementing this, there are telautograph receivers and transmitters,
time clocks, time stamps and
pneumatic tubes, throughout the
building. Details of management
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were determined as the working
drawings progressed, and the

—

resulting

building

is

perfectly

tT &»701 organized for its use, proving that
|=
replanned to meet all the require- <r
MAIN KITCHEN)
4
CREF +4
ments of feeding so many people ji
architecture, structure, and plan
according to modern
conditions
form an entity for complete success.
Section Showing Trusses Over Ballroom
and high standards.
Ms,
A VA) LOBBY CG
AUXILIARY KITCHENS. The lunch room has a small
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kitchen with ranges, refrigerators, steam tables, urns,
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etc. The men’s café has an electric grill together with
A
refrigerators, steam tables, oyster bar, etc. This servV7
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ice opens directly into the men’s café and is quite
popular; the idea of having this feature was to give
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quick and good service with variety of menu. The
main dining room also hzs on the seme floor with it
a special kitchen. This has proved to be a great
success and is strongly recoma.ended. The service is
simplified and reduced and the wear and tear on the
waiters, climbing up and down stairs for every order
from the main kitchen, is eliminated. This kitchen is
connected with the main kitchen by stairs, elevator
and conveyors so that supplies are procured quickly,
and soiled dishes are removed from the floor immehis dining room kitchen was a very happy)
diately.
idea and now accomplishes more than was expected of
it. There is a serving pantry and part kitchen on the
ballroom floor for the banquet rooms, private dining
rooms, and for the large functions in the ballroom.
This room connects by two large elevators with
To serve
the main kitchen three floors below.
the roof restaurant a
serving pantry and
kitchen were placed in
x
tena
the roof spaces. This
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kitchen also connects
with the main kitchen
by service elevators.
In working out the
mechanical equipment,
the most approved devices are incorporated,
for of modern buildings
there is none so complex
as a metropolitan hotel

nor

none

requiring

greater service from its
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Steel Framing Features
By THEODORE

C. TUCK,

OME of the structural features of the Hotel
are of interest,
though
they
Pennsylvania
do not differ in any striking or unusual degree
from those presented in other metropolitan hotel
buildings, where a large part of several floors must be
planned for open spaces to provide for public facilities.
A portion of the building rests on the roofs of the
Pennsylvannia Railroad tunnels.
These tunnel roofs
when constructed were designed to take the load of
a future large building and the footings of the hotel
that rest on them were arranged as spread footings
with a load of five tons per square foot.
The large rooms that required special framing
over them because of the absence of columns are the
lobby, main dining room and ballroom with accompanying parlors and foyer, and the large private
dining room on the 33d street side.
The two pools in
the Turkish baths on the third floor also required
some specially heavy steel work in o:der to frame
around them and provide for the building overhead.
The long spans over these public rooms were taken
care of with plate girders with the exception of those
over the ballroom, where a series of trusses were
used, as shown by diagrams on preceding page.
There are six of these trusses in all, each weighing
sixty tons.

They

extend

through

two

floors,

their

of Hotel

Pennsylvania

Engineer for Post & McCord, Inc.

top chords at the fifth floor level and the bottom ones
at the third floor. Two of them occur in the opposite
exterior walls of court No. 3 and two in each of the
wings 3 and 4; the latter being concealed in the
partitions between the guest rooms and bathrooms.
The openings to the rooms and the windows in the
exterior walls as shown by the accompanying section,
were arranged to come in the open spaces of the
trusses, so that but little space was lost, these floors
showing only a few rooms less than the typical floor.
The remainder of the framing was accomplished
by girders, the largest of which weighs 35 tons.
The
large space occasioned by the lobby is framed by a
series of plate girders spanning 41 feet (the distance
between the marble columns), and grouped in pairs
20 inches on center, placed at the second floor level.
These in turn are supported by other deep single
plate girders spanning the line of columns each side
of the lobby and concealed in the deep plaster frieze.
Economy

of space,

consistent

with

both

good

architectural and structural design, was kept constantly in mind, and there is very little waste space
in the building caused by the heavy construction,
the spaces between girders being nearly all occupied
with storage floors or ventilating ducts.
The total
tonnage of the building is 18,000.
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The Design and Decoration of the Public Rooms

in Hotel Pennsylvania
By GERALD
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\ RCHITECTS
in approaching the problem
of producing the public rooms of a great
metropolitan hotel face a very pleasant task.
They have the duty of providing the stage setting
for some of the most important social functions in
the life of the great city, as well as to impress and
welcome the stranger within its gates. The term
stage setting is used advisedly, for the audience is
large and its opinions not to be despised. The opportunity for leading public taste is great, and the
influence of the style of the great hostelries of recent
years has been widely felt. Architects are indeed
fortunate when, as in this instance, the owners and
operators are men of experience and taste, who hold
the highest ambitions toward excellence.
McKim,
Mead & White, as architects of the Hotel Pennsylvania, were retained by the Pennsylvania Terminal
Real Estate Company, a subsidiary of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, under the direct personal
direction of Mr. Thomas W. Hulme, Real Estate
Agent. Mr. Ellsworth M. Statler, President of the
Hotels Statler Company, who are the lessees and operators, was in constant consultation with Mr. Hulme
and the architects, and his opinions and ideas were
of the utmost importance as a guide to the solution of
the various problems.
The endeavor has been made to express in the
public rooms of Hotel Pennsylvania a breadth and
dignity consistent with the magnitude and importance
of the operation, without sacrificing the intimate
charm and good taste which the American public is
so rapidly learning to demand in its own homes. While
it is necessary to display to the guests of a great hotel
a certain variety of treatment in the public rooms, it
is important to harmonize the various effects so as
not to produce a state of mental and spiritual indigestion. In Hotel Pennsylvania, taste and scale of
detail and color have been most carefully studied with
this idea of unity in mind. The classic architecture of
the Italian Renaissance and its direct English derivatives have served as inspiration for the treatment of
all these rooms. There has been a studious avoidance of the rathskeller type and the depressing
magnificence of the French Eighteenth Century.
The illustrations will tell the story that spacious,
well proportioned and livable rooms have been produced.
To arrive at the result predicated at the beginning
of the last paragraph, it is evident that the part color
has to play is a vital one. The selection and combination of materials for decoration, lighting, furniture
and draperies are as important as the proportion and

A. HOLMES

details of the design.
themselves

The architects associated with

the eminent

artist, Mr.

Jules Guerin,

to

assist in the establishment and execution of a color
scheme that should be distinguished and harmonious.
By the medium

of consultations

between the archi-

tects, Mr. Guerin, and the decorators, who acted
for the Hotels Statler Company by whom the furnishings were installed, a relation was assured between the architecture and the style and color of
the furniture and draperies.
In regard to the materials that entered into the
construction of the building, a few words of explanation may be appropriate. The great size of the spaces
and the conditions of the markets in labor and materials due to war time, added to the fact that such a
building must represent a strictly business investment,
presented

the

chief difficulties

to the architects

in

their work. As we all know, marble, cut stone, bronze
cabinet work and all carvings and wrought work
come under the class of luxuries in these days. In
Hotel Pennsylvania all these items were reduced to
an absolute minimum and extensive use made of
terra cotta, tiles, terrazzo, cast iron, artificial marble

and stone, and the skill of the modeller and decorative
painter were depended upon to a great degree for
particular spots of interest.
In the main lobby and the various entrance halls
terrazzo was chosen for the floors and for the treads
and risers of stairs.

The use of borders and dividing

lines of mosaic and the laying of the terrazzo in squares

and in the patterns of antique marble floors have
served to redeem this material from its usual uninteresting qualities. For the terrazzo, Botticino marble
ageregates of two sizes, light pink Tennessee and dark
cedar Tennessee give four soft colors; the mosaics
consist of alternate three-fourths inch squares of pink
Tennessee and black marble. The main lobby and its
branches, including the tea room and the promenades
around

it, are treated with a base one

foot high of

Hauteville marble. The main office and various other
counters are of Botticino marble above the base.
All the walls up to the ceiling under the mezzanine
gallery and the columns and corner piers of the central
colonnade are of artificial marble, a material based on
cement and marble dust, put in place either plastic
or precast as the case required, and afterward worked
to a polish by rubbing in the same way that real
marble is finished. The character of the Botticino is
imitated to a remarkable degree. By the use of the
high central colonnade with mezzanine gallery and
the metal and glass ceiling above, the effect of an open
court

105

is produced,

which

is designed

to relieve

the
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feeling of oppression so often produced upon entering
the ground floor of a solid mass of high building. A
golden light floods the space from reflector units
above
the glass, and is supplemented by warmer and
brighter colors in the lighting standards.
The main
color note of.the rugs and upholstery on the lobby
floor

is red.

The tea room, while reminiscent of the English
eighteenth century styles bears in its design and
ornament
a closer
relation
to
Italian models.
The
Openings
are
trimmed with painted woodwork, the
walls
scheme

cornice
is

and

lv‘ Ty

and

ceiling

warm

ere

of

gray.

The color
A Chinese pattern

plaster.

rm in browns and blues is used, and the furniture is
in blue and old ivory lacquer with Chinese suggestion
in its lines. The lights are distinctly warmer in color

FORUM

and lower in power than in the lobby, helping to close
in and feature the room from the surrounding spaces.
The great size of the main dining room, sixty by
one hundred forty-two feet, creates of itself a fine
impression.
The composition, with plain walls of
artificial stone ashlar and a richly decorated beamed
ceiling, is Italian. The relative lowness of the ceiling,
twenty-two feet, and its enormous span presented a
serious coloring problem. By the use of a surprisinglv
light general tone value and a careful interweaving of

soft colors the apparent height of the room is incre’ sed.
The p‘aster beamed ceiling is treated as old weathered
wood, gray brown in tone, with modelled and stenciled ornament painted in reds, blues, yellows and
greens. The spaces between the beams are colored a
dull blue. In this room the problem of a serviceable
material for base course
and window and door trims
was solved by the use of
terra cotta of a slightly
darker color than the walls,
with a faience glaze. The
fountain and niche are also
of terra cotta, while the
columns are of artificial
marble.
The lighting fixtures of polychrome metal
with parchment shades
were denended upon to
give interest to the plain
wall surfaces. The draperies are of a blue and yellow
striped silk. The chairs
are a reproduction of an
old Venetian walnut piece,
the upholstery of blue
The
figured damask.
general color scheme of
the room is reflected 1n the
tapestry on the west wall,
which 1s a fine Flemish
piece in which blues, greens,
dull yellows and browns
predominate.
The carpet
has a Chinese pattern with
blue and rose figures on a
dull yellow ground.
The
room is floored in a dark
gray-,reen terrazzo with a

central portion in wood
strips for dancing.
The grill room in the
basement
is designed to
give the feeling of the grotto

View of Ballroom Foyer, Hotel Pennsylvania

gardens of an Italian villa.
The floor is of light red
tiles. Terra cotta was again
resorted to for the wain-
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scot and for the corners of
wall pilasters and free
standing piers. The color
is a light gray buff with
dull glaze. The piers and
columns and wall arcades
a

are executed in sgraffito
in the typical dull eart.hred ground with orname nt
in light buff. A lighter red
than the sgraffto is used
in the stucco wall panels.
A note of gay blue-green
is introduced in the sash

of the screens and mirrored windows and on the
iron railing.
The plaster
ceiling is simply treated in
tones of old ivory, with a
simple pattern of orange

leaves and fruit in the
central portion. The lighting fixtures are covered
with orange colored silk,
giving a warm and pleasing light.
The entertaining suite
on the ballroom floor consists of an elevator lobby

and corridor in artificial
stone, a grand foyer and
two parlors leading to the
ballroom on the south side
of the

building;

anda

smaller foyer and banquet
room and a suite of three
private dining rooms on
the north.
The grand foyer and
parlors are Italian in feelView of Parlor on Ballroom Floor, Hotel Pennsylvania
ing, with simply treated
walls of artificial stone and
sand finish plaster, and rich beamed and coffered ceiland gray in color. The draperies and carpets are red.
ings in which extensive use of color hes been made,
In the private dining rooms, the feeling of paneled
afterward glazed and antiqued to produce a soft effect.
Georgian rooms is obtained by applying wood pilasIn the ballroom the decorative interest is centered
ters, trim and panel moulds to plaster walls. The walls
in the vaulted ceiling, in which a good deal of color
are painted a light green, and the draperies are printed
has been used in picking out the modelled ornament,
linens in which green and rose figure on a light ground.
and a unifying wash of a warm yet delicate rosy
On the first floor, at either side of the main encolor applied to the whole. As to materials, the balltrance are the café and the bar. The former is a
room has a herringbone oak strip dance floor, with
Philadelphia Colonial room in style, reminding the
terrazzo under the galleries. The walls, piers and
visitor of the origin and antecedents of the owners.
ceiling are of plaster with painted wood corners and
In scale, it compares closely with the work at Indetrim and composition ornament. In the chandeliers,
pendence Hall, although for practical reasons the
silk has been used to great advantage in combination
material chosen for the paneling is a natural finished
with crystal.
chestnut, gray-brown in color, producing an effect
The banquet room is paneled to the ceiling in white
more often met with in the Colonial rooms of the
oak with a fumed and waxed finish kept rather light
south than in this section of the country. An open
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grill is framed with’ hand-painted tiles, designed and
made especially] for the place. The draperies are of
an English printed linen with gay-colored flower
pattern on light ground. The floor and base are of
the Welsh heatherbrown quarry tiles. The lighting
fixtures of pewter and brass are in harmony with the
style.
The barroom has a very interesting floor of small
mositic tiles in varying shades of red, with faience
inserts.

There

is a tile base,

oak

paneled

wainscot,

and artificial travertine walls and piers. The vaulted
ceiling is of sand-finished plaster. The leaded glass
windows are draped with a rich red and blue stuff of
Italian design and with valances embroidered with
Italian ornament.
The library is a study in the Jacobean style.
The oak paneling has been made quite a dark brown
in color to afford a restful contrast to the adjacent
lobby galleries. The draperies are English embroidered
linens. The floor of this room, as well as of all spaces
which could be considered as permanently carpeted, is
of cement with carpet nailing strips against the base.
A cardinal policy with the operators is their

FORUM

desire for flexibility in regard to use, furnishing,
and decoration of spaces. This desire has worked in
very well with the ideas of the owners and architects as to simplicity of architectural co: position
and detail.

For the decoration of the typical bedrooms, wood
mouldings were applied to the plaster walls to form
panels, the whole being painted in lead and oil colors.

Three slightly different color schemes, all quite light in
tone, were adopted, and draperies and upholstery
studied for each. All ceilings are furred and have simple plaster cornices. An entire floor is treated with one
color scheme, with the exception of a few parlors and
special
suites for which particular treatment was
worked out. A combination buck, frame and twoinch trim of stamped steel is used for all bedroom
door openings, and a steel base five inches high in
the rooms.
The corridors have a base end floor border of polished white Carrara glass. Steel double
hung windows are used throughout and all window trim is eliminated, the plaster being returned
ogainst the box at jambs and head, while a metal
sill with nosing is part of the window construction.

Suite of Private Dining Rooms, Hotel Pennsylvania
McKim,

Mead & White, Architects

